
Age 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

50 $5,100 $6,660 $9,100 $12,780 $18,640 $28,810 $48,500 $92,860

55 - $5,450 $7,310 $10,290 $15,080 $23,410 $39,610 $76,410

60 - - $5,950 $8,220 $12,080 $18,870 $32,120 $62,460

65 - - - $6,630 $9,500 $15,000 $25,760 $50,540

70 - - - - $7,620 $11,620 $20,680 $40,250

75 - - - - - $9,240 $15,700 $34,320

50 $4,980 $6,390 $8,630 $11,950 $17,110 $25,780 $41,990 $77,050

55 - $5,290 $6,950 $9,640 $13,850 $20,920 $34,140 $62,840

60 - - $5,680 $7,730 $11,120 $16,870 $27,610 $51,000

65 - - - $6,290 $8,760 $13,440 $22,120 $41,030

70 - - - - $7,180 $10,490 $17,460 $32,620

75 - - - - - $8,560 $13,300 $25,850

Starting at age…
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Annuity Intelligence Report

There were declines in annuity rates and monthly income levels for most insurers during March and into 
early April. Decreases were most apparent for immediate annuities and fixed annuities from insurers 
rated A- or better. Lincoln raised longevity annuity rates and a couple of B++ and B rated fixed annuity 
providers held their rates constant.
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IMMEDIATE & LONGEVITY ANNUITY RATE HISTORY
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Immediate Annuity Rate History Longevity Annuity Rate History

Immediate and longevity annuity quotes shown as annual income for a $100,000 premium as of 4/1/2019. All quotes are life only.

A $100,000 purchase will create annual income of:
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						Starting at age…

				Age		50		55		60		65		70		75		80		85

		Male		50		$5,100		$6,660		$9,100		$12,780		$18,640		$28,810		$48,500		$92,860

				55		-		$5,450		$7,310		$10,290		$15,080		$23,410		$39,610		$76,410

				60		-		-		$5,950		$8,220		$12,080		$18,870		$32,120		$62,460

				65		-		-		-		$6,630		$9,500		$15,000		$25,760		$50,540

				70		-		-		-		-		$7,620		$11,620		$20,680		$40,250

				75		-		-		-		-		-		$9,240		$15,700		$34,320

		Female		50		$4,980		$6,390		$8,630		$11,950		$17,110		$25,780		$41,990		$77,050

				55		-		$5,290		$6,950		$9,640		$13,850		$20,920		$34,140		$62,840

				60		-		-		$5,680		$7,730		$11,120		$16,870		$27,610		$51,000

				65		-		-		-		$6,290		$8,760		$13,440		$22,120		$41,030

				70		-		-		-		-		$7,180		$10,490		$17,460		$32,620

				75		-		-		-		-		-		$8,560		$13,300		$25,850







Annuity Intelligence Report

There were steep declines in longer-term Treasury yields in March, largely precipitated by the Fed’s 
comments that they were less likely than previously assumed to raise rates this year, next year, and even 
in 2021. In a sharp turns from prior expectations, the market now believes that there is a 60% chance that 
the Fed will cut rates at least once this year, according to data from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.
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CURRENT FIXED ANNUITY RATES
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Fixed annuity yields to maturity shown for high-band contracts with the MVA option offered by carriers with minimum credit rating according to A.M. Best. Rates as 
of 04/01/2019.

Fixed Annuity Rates April 2019

10-YEAR AND 30-YEAR TREASURY YIELDS

For more information about annuity products, features or to learn how to move forward with a purchase, 
contact us (888) 248-8995 or support@blueprintincome.com.

3/1/2019 4/1/2019

10YT 2.74% 2.50%

30YT 3.11% 2.89%
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				Investment Term

		Credit Rating		3-year		4-year		5-year		6-year		7-year		8-year		9-year		10-year

		A+		2.75%		2.65%		3.20%		2.85%		3.40%		2.85%		3.30%		3.10%

		A		2.80%		2.65%		3.35%		3.15%		3.40%		3.30%		3.57%		3.40%

		A-		2.90%		3.20%		3.70%		3.60%		3.85%		3.70%		3.55%		3.60%

		B++		3.10%		3.20%		4.00%		4.12%		4.19%		3.75%		3.85%		4.30%

		B+		3.10%		3.20%		4.00%		4.12%		4.19%		3.75%		3.85%		4.30%

		B		3.10%		3.20%		4.10%		4.15%		4.19%		3.75%		3.85%		4.30%
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